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Abstract 

This paper focuses on coastal areas and aims at providing a first reflection on the potential 
role of the tourism carrying capacity approach (TCC) in the context of adaptation to climate 
change (ACC). Could TCC be seen as a pragmatic and already available tool for starting 
implementing ACC?  
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1. Introduction 

Adaptation to climate change (ACC) is now acknowledged as being one of the most crucial 
challenges for coastal areas in the next decades. It is also largely recognised that ACC is a 
multi-scalar issue. However, one great problem societies have to deal with is that of climatic 
uncertainties. Indeed, despite global climate models are until now unable to provide precise 
insights regarding climate change impacts at a local scale. This inability is due to numerous 
constraints resulting from the modelling exercise, the potential responses of ecosystems to 
climate stimuli and of human societies to changing conditions. Consequently, it must be 
accepted that at least for the next decade, uncertainties will continue to impose strong 
constraints to local decision-makers and private operators. In parallel, scientists have also 
highlighted that climate change is now partly irreversible (Solomon et al., 2009). It is thus 
unproductive to wait for more precise scientific knowledge on the expected impacts to start 
acting in favour of adaptation, and one of our underlying hypothesis is here that ‘starting by 
doing well what we currently badly do’ is a first step. Climate change will indeed essentially 
exacerbate existing problems such as environmental degradations and societal inequalities 
and yet, trying to solve these current problems should be seen as a pragmatic manner to 
make societies more robust facing changing conditions. 

This posture thus emphasises the crucial role of current tools designed for accompanying 
territorial management processes. This is the case of the tourism carrying capacity (TCC) 
which goal is precisely to provide pragmatic recommendations for local and regional 
territorial management. Based upon the assessment of both environmental vulnerability and 
societal acceptability of tourism flows, it aims at drawing up a diagnosis of the situation in 
order to allow decision-makers to have a clear vision of real pressures and leverages they 
have to cope with. Two main benefits of the TCC approach seem important regarding the 
adaptation challenge. Firstly, it promotes a global and systemic understanding: ‘global’ 
because it takes into account all the processes that underlie territorial dynamics (economic 
challenges, social stability, environmental degradation and preservation, transportation, etc.); 
‘systemic’ because it also takes into account the interactions between these processes 
(synergies and conflicts). Secondly, TCC allows describing destination’s features with 
indicators which are useful for quantifying the ratio between the weaknesses and the 
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strengths of the tourism destination in front of perturbations (natural or not, gradual or not). 
This quantified index is often criticized in the scientific and grey literature as its detractors 
argue that territorial dynamics cannot be reduced to one single number. What we defend in 
this paper is that beyond the numerical value in itself, TCC index must be considered as an 
order of magnitude. So, its regular monitoring is more interesting than a one-shot 
assessment. Indeed, the decrease, the constancy or the increase of this TCC level 
respectively mean that the territory is progressively saturating, stabilizing or developing. It 
thus gives precious insights to decision-makers both to know which strategy to promote for 
the future and upon which weaknesses and strengths this strategy should be built. TCC 
could then be considered as a tool for accompanying the ACC process. 

This short text is divided into two parts, reminding the underlying principles of the TCC 
approach and describing the common features and main differences between TCC and ACC.  

2. TCC approach: principles, framework and methodological aspects 

Albeit the ‘carrying capacity’ idea had been introduced by T. Malthus, the concept was 
scientifically formalized at the beginning of the 20th century in the field of ecological studies, 
and later in human recreational concerns. Even if TCC studies probably began during the 
1930’s (O’Reilly, 1986; Saveriades, 2000), they were principally developed in the 1960’s in 
the national parks of the United States of America (McCool and Lime, 2001; Manning et al., 
2002). However, what we draw up today is that after several decades of experimentation, the 
concept itself has not evolved a lot and criticisms are still approximately the same (Deprest, 
1997; Clarke, 2002). As V. Duvat wrote: “the concept of tourism carrying capacity disturbs 

general scientific thinking by disrupting the usual points of reference1. That explains why this 

concept sparks off two extreme reactions within the scientific community: support or 

rejection”2 (2007, 265). 

Here, we won't focus on these controversies, but we must point out that even if we admit 
some limitations of the TCC approach, we believe in its usefulness for dealing with territorial 
development issues. 

The goal of the first part is to highlight that the TCC approach both leans on tangible data 
collection and is local scale-based. 

2.1. Definition and main goals 

Numerous definitions of TCC exist nowadays which all highlight its global and systemic 
nature, at the crossroads of environmental, economic, socio-cultural, infrastructural and 
political dimensions of a tourism destination. In general, TCC is viewed as the ‘maximum 
number of visitors’ an area can host without damaging effects on the environment and the 
society. The concept is however far from just being a number issue. It indeed “means that 

tourism economic growth has to be responsible towards local society and its cultural values, 

and compatible with the preservation and improvement of the local natural environment and 

with the conservation of the local traditional economic activities” (Marzetti and Mosetti, 2005: 
2). According to this view, TCC is considered as a tool for implementing sustainable 
development, and it is underlined by three major keywords: ‘saturation’, ‘limit’ and ‘threshold’. 

                                                 
1 TCC requires a global and systemic approach (see below), whereas classical scientific approach leans on disciplinary fields. 
2 Original quotation: “La capacité de charge touristique dérange l’ordre établi des questionnements scientifiques, elle bouleverse 

des repères et c’est certainement la raison pour laquelle elle suscite principalement deux types de réactions au sein des 
milieux de la recherche : l’adhésion ou la critique”. 
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Trying to understand what these words signify in a tourism context, S.F. McCool and 
D.W. Lime (2001) talked about the “limits of acceptable change” and defined TCC as “the 

amount of change acceptable”. Acceptability refers to many dimensions, from environmental 
assets, dynamics and equilibrium to anthropogenic features. Then, the territory’s TCC 
depends on the ability of the environment to absorb a certain amount of tourism flows without 
irreversible deteriorations, as well as on the ability of local population, institutions and 
economy to deal with growing tourism without affecting their fundamental values (identity, 
culture, independence…). In theory, an overflow of TCC leads to serious environmental 
degradations and/or to a decline in the local quality of life (hosts’ viewpoint) and/or to a 
decline in the attractiveness of the destination (tourists’ viewpoint). 

Each dimension of TCC (environmental, socio-cultural…) relates back to a specific form of 
saturation and to different kinds of thresholds. And that is when the combination of these 
potential thresholds is reached – because of ‘too much’3 tourism flows – that one can 
conclude to the exceeding of the global TCC. However, it is not likely that all these 
thresholds are reached together at the same time, and field reality shows a lot of 
intermediate situations before saturation situations. It also means that as long as all the 
thresholds are not overflowed, some room for manoeuvre still exists. 

Trying to analyse the TCC process constitutes a major issue for destinations’ management 
as it allows evaluating the distances from all the thresholds. Thus, TCC must firstly be 
considered as a tool for accompanying decision-making and global management of tourism 
destinations (Pereira da Silva, 2002; Duvat, 2008; Pottier et al., 2009). And its truly relevance 
leans on the fact that TCC studies rely on various diagnosis respectively concerning 
environment, transport networks, local tourism activities, of hosts’ perceptions on tourism, 
tourists’ perceptions, rules and regulations…. This ‘data emphasising’ is complex and 
requires a structured framework to be achieved.  

2.2. General framework for studying TCC 

Different authors have proposed interesting approaches for measuring TCC (see for 
example: Cazes-Duvat and Pesme, 2002; Saveriades, 2000; Cocossis et al., 2001; Pereira 
da Silva, 2002: Pottier et al., 2009). A synthesis of some of these approaches lead to 
distinguish 3 principal steps. 

2.2.1. Defining a territorial project and the limits of acceptable changes (Step 1) 

Firstly, we can assume with I. Seidl and C.A. Tisdell (1999) that the concept of TCC can be 
operational only if the ultimate objectives of, the territorial components involved in and the 
stakeholders concerned by the analysis of TCC are clearly identified at the beginning of the 
study. The first step then consists in a large consultation of the destination’s stakeholders 
(authorities, economic players and populations) about their expectation regarding tourism 
development and about the fundamental shared values (cultural, economic, 
environmental…) they want to preserve. This step defines the limits of acceptable changes 
and highlights the fact that any intrinsically or a priori TCC can exist. 

 

 

                                                 
3 ‘Too much’ is an often utilized expression in the literature. However, several authors remind that ‘saturation’ is not only due to 

the simple number of tourists, but also to their practices and intentions (Manning et al., 2002; Duvat, 2007).  
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2.2.2  The scientific contribution: assessing the global vulnerability (step 2) 

The second step aims at characterizing from a scientific perspective the current states of the 
environment and living conditions, and the positive and negative impacts of tourism. This 
kind of approach is usually called ‘vulnerability’. 

Vulnerability can be considered as the susceptibility of a system to be disturbed by 
endogenous or exogenous pressures. In the arena of natural hazard science, P. Blaikie, T. 
Cannon, I. Davis and B. Wisner have shown that “vulnerability is rooted in social processes 

and underlying causes which may ultimately be quite remote from the disaster event itself. 

(…) A disaster is the intersection of two opposing forces: those processes generating 

vulnerability on one side, and physical exposure to a hazard on the other” (Blaikie et al., 
1994, 22). This conception also fits with non-natural stresses such as in our case tourism 
saturation. And finally, vulnerability assessment must be seen as a monitoring tool of the 
strengths and weaknesses of a territory in face of disturbing factors (Magnan, 2009). 

In the context of TCC assessment, the vulnerability approach can be schematically reduced 
to two main categories. On the one hand, the environmental vulnerability focuses on the 
physical impacts of tourism at the destination. On the other hand, the human vulnerability 
deals with the anthropogenic issues (socio-cultural, economic and tourism) and focuses on 
the impacts of tourism both on the local quality of life and on the tourism product.  

Concretely, vulnerability assessments lean on the identification of a panel of indicators aimed 
at quantifying the features of the territory and its dynamics. The results obtained can be 
synthesised on maps that can be used as triggers to enhance discussions. 

2.2.3. Identification of TCC level (step 3) 

At this stage, a large consultation must be operated through interviews with local authorities 
and economic players (tourism operators, mainly) and questionnaires among local population 
and tourists. The aim is to quantitatively determine the environmental and anthropogenic 
thresholds that are acceptable. Based upon the scientific results emphasised in step 2, a 
debate has to be opened in order to define a compromise on a shared acceptability of the 
previous thresholds. 

The following step consists in the formulation of recommendations for developing tourism in 
harmony with the territorial project defined between steps 1 and 3. These recommendations 
are relevant on the condition that they are compatible with the future that local stakeholders 
want to reach. Then, the goal of TCC is not in itself to achieve sustainable development, but 
rather to achieve a chosen and realistic territorial project. Yet, our view is that ACC relies on 
the same frame of mind (Magnan, 2010a). 

2.3. TCC assessment as a part of a more general process 

The issue of the numerical value (often called ironically the ‘magic number’), must be 
replaced in the context of tourism destinations development and evolution. Our view is that 
the TCC synthetic index highlighted after the 3 previous steps does not represent a precise 
level of TCC, but an order of magnitude. Firstly, this means that the number is not important 
in itself (it is not ‘magic’), but in the order of magnitude it refers to. Secondly, as systems 
inevitably evolve, it is necessary to consider this index not as a fixed value, but as an 
evolving one. TCC at time t cannot be the same than at time t+1, and then TCC index must be 
seen as a cursor or a ‘tracer’ of the initial territorial project’s implementation. The relevance 
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of the TCC approach thus leans on the monitoring of its evolution. The higher the TCC, the 
more management practices are efficient, the less the destination is vulnerable to a growing 
tourism activity. 

3. How TCC could be useful for ACC? 

TCC could be potentially useful for ACC because of some shared features. This induces that 
implementing a TCC analysis allows emphasising the basic data and territorial dynamics 
needed for identifying ACC’s room for manoeuvre, and furthermore building a realistic 
adaptation strategy. But one must be aware about the preconditions for favouring these 
synergies between TCC and ACC: basic differences indeed exist between them which are 
related both to their own nature and to the temporal scales they concern.  

3.1. Common features between TCC and ACC 

 

3.1.1. TCC & ACC require a systemic and global approach 

As showed previously, the relevance of the TCC approach leans on the necessity to look at 
the environmental and anthropogenic features of a territory and at their interactions. Sector-
specific analysis only focused on the tourism activity could lead to a misunderstanding of the 
real stakes of tourism development. Yet, studying the relationship between tourism and 
climate change also requires considering the tourism territory as a whole rather than focusing 
exclusively on the tourism sector itself (Duvat and Magnan, 2009; Magnan, 2010b). Tourism 
activity is for example known for being a ‘stimulator of the local economy’ and its economic, 
environmental and socio-cultural impacts transcend the specific location of tourism activities 
(e.g. a small coastal fringe or an inland site). 

Here, we get close to the larger question of the implementation of sustainable development. 
This leads us to say that climate change, even if it poses new problems for human societies 
(namely the rhythm of changes), certainly constitutes one of the major opportunities for 
modern societies to implement sustainable actions and strategies. Typically the ‘no regrets’ 
options are part of this idea: the restoration of mangroves on tropical coasts is both an act of 
sustainable development (in favour of local ecosystems and cultures) and a mean to fight 
against the potential consequences of climate change (buffer role against waves). And yet, 
the global and systemic knowledge that is needed to implement no regret actions requires 
local authorities and stakeholders (not only from the tourism sector) to get the right 
information. ‘Right’ information signifies interconnected data on the impacts and challenges 
of the tourism activity regarding the whole dynamics of the destination (demography, 
economy, living conditions…). This is precisely the goal of TCC analysis which thus 
constitutes a relevant starting point for local destinations to implement an ACC process. 

3.1.2. TCC & ACC are context-specific 

The necessity to develop a global and systemic approach induces to be context-specific. 
Indeed, beyond some general mechanisms which are common from one destination to 
another, each context presents specific features which combinations explain why TCC levels 
vary from one place to another.  

In parallel, the scientific literature on ACC shows that in its implementation phase 
(preparation of a strategy, identification of concrete measures...), adaptation process is also 
necessarily specific to a given territory (Smit and Wandel, 2006). In the ACC arena, a 
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common mistake consists in considering ‘good practices’ as experiences that can be applied 
to other contexts without any modification, rather than as simple examples of the 
implementation of general principles. This is also true for TCC experiences. 

3.1.3. TCC & ACC are evolving 

Finally, as TCC and ACC are context-specific and as territories are unavoidably changing, 
both TCC thresholds and ACC options must be conceived as necessarily evolving. 

The IPCC emphasizes this evolving conception as it defines ACC as an “adjustment of 

natural or (...) human systems facing a new environment or a changing environment.” The 
concept of adjustment refers to the mechanism of flexibility, which allows the system to 
modify its structures and modes of operation and its development strategies according to 
perturbations that occur. Whether these disturbances are punctual or more gradual, there 
must be various forms of adaptation that include both anticipation strategies (prior to the 
disturbance) and reactive ones (following the event). Thus, adaptation should not be seen as 
a picture of the system at a given time (is it suitable or not?), but rather as a continuous and 
dynamic process by which the system adapts. A form of adaptation at a given moment and in 
a specific context is therefore likely to change over time. In parallel, as previously 
demonstrated, the TCC level must be understood as an evolving ‘cursor’ providing local 
authorities and stakeholders with keys for making readjustments. In that sense, TCC is a tool 
– probably among others – for implementing the adaptation process. 

3.2. Key differences between TCC and Adaptation 

Two main differences can be emphasized here which refer to the distinctive natures of TCC 
and ACC, and to the temporal and spatial scales they concern. 

3.2.1. Different natures: TCC is a tool, ACC is a concept 

Referring to previous developments, we can now argue that TCC is primarily a tool aiming at 
describing a situation and its evolution at the crossroads of scientific realities (impacts of 
tourism on the environment, on the society and on the territorial dynamics) and social and 
institutional judgements concerning the limits of acceptable change. Assessing and 
monitoring a TCC index then allows identifying the current and potential thresholds. 
However, it does not constrain the political choices to reduce or increase the number of 
visitors or to promote another distribution of tourists at the local destination (Duvat, 2008). 
The TCC conclusions are solely indicative. 

On the other hand, ACC is not a descriptive tool, but both a result of and a goal for territorial 
policies. We understand here adaptation as a three-dimension topic (Magnan, 2010a): a 
process, which refers to the mechanisms of adaptation (on a theoretical point of view); a 
state, which refers to the forms of adaptation (what is adaptation on the field?); and a 
strategy, which refers to the policy dimension. ACC is a combination of these three 
dimensions, which are the results of societal, environmental and political choices.  

This is paradoxically because TCC and ACC are different in nature that TCC can be useful 
for adapting to climate change. Societal, environmental and political choices indeed need to 
be supported by scientific descriptions of the real pressures and by the evaluation of what is 
really at stake. TCC study provides such inputs. 
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3.2.2. Different temporal focuses: TCC is short-time constrained, ACC is multi-

temporal 

TCC study is necessarily contained in time and then dependant on a limited temporal scale. 
Tourism activity is a fast-growing activity and the related changes on the local environment 
and on the local economy and society are themselves rapid. Then, TCC study can be useful 
but as the conclusions of one survey are intrinsically obsolete, they must be repeated in a 
range of few years. This encourages developing a long-term monitoring of the benefits and 
negative impacts of the activity, based upon regular assessment.  

On another hand, ACC refers to two main processes which concerns different temporal 
scales (Magnan, 2010a). The first process is the resilience4 of each one of the components 
of the destination. Indeed, as all future changes won’t be predictable or controllable, then to 
be able to react will continue to be an important strategy for societies. Resilience then refers 
to relative short-term timeframes. But ACC also refers to anticipation. Yet, anticipation is 
based upon medium to long-term proactive approaches. And finally, ACC refers to a multi-
temporal scales approach: schematically, its process and strategy dimensions are linked to 
long term dynamics, when its state dimension is more correlated to resilience phenomenon. 

We can conclude here that if a one-shot TCC assessment can be useful for making 
adjustment on the state of adaptation, only a monitoring process can support building and 
adjusting adaptive strategies. From this viewpoint, TCC approach is an interesting entry point 
for designing and implementing ACC.    

Conclusions 

As most climate change effects are both unavoidable and unpredictable, trying to implement 
sustainability principles constitutes a ‘no regret’ strategy in order to adapt to climate change. 
This implies that some already existing tools and frameworks can be useful for ACC. This is 
the case of Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM), which principles participate to a 
long-term reduction of environmental and anthropogenic pressures on coastal areas. In such 
a context, and considering that TCC is a tool for implementing ICZM, it seems useful to 
question the relevance of TCC for starting adapting to climate change. Schematically, the 
hypothesis relies on the following reasoning: (i) TCC must be considered as a tool for 
reducing environmental and anthropogenic vulnerability; (ii) yet, reducing vulnerability to 
changes is the goal of ACC; (iii) therefore, implementing a TCC approach could reveal useful 
for tourism coastal territories to start implementing ACC. 

This reasoning is based upon the hypothesis that TCC and ACC share some features: they 
are based upon a global and systemic approach, they are necessarily context-specific, and 
they require a dynamic conception. We also emphasised that TCC and ACC present two 
major differences: the former is a tool when the later is a concept; and the former is time-
constrained when the later could only be relevant at the crossroads of multiple temporal 
scales. 

Finally, as the goal of the TCC approach is to draw up a diagnosis of the weaknesses and 
strengths of a territory in face of perturbations, it provides tangible elements to encounter the 
problem of ‘decisions and actions freeze’ due to the existence of uncertainties. Linking TCC 

                                                 
4 Resilience can be defined for anthropogenic systems as the ability of groups or communities to cope with external stresses 

and disturbances as a result of social, political, and environmental change. 
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and ACC shows that regardless the problem of climate change uncertainties, tools already 
exist to start doing something. 
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